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WELCOME
Each year Fair Wear Foundation (FWF) requires you to write a work plan before
the start of your financial year. Without a work plan—and the accompanying
production location data for the next year and an accountant’s statement for the
past financial year — your company cannot be effective in improving working
conditions in your supply chain.The work plan provides you with a clear idea of
what actions your company will need to take in the next year to further improve
labour conditions in the production locations that you source from. The work plan
also allows FWF to provide independent verification and to assess whether your
company allocates the necessary time and resources to fulfil its requirements.
The work plan primarily defines future plans.
However, the first section asks you to reflect
on the past. Please review your Brand
Performance Check and active Corrective
Action Plans (CAPs). This will help you evaluate
your current situation and determine what your
company should focus on in the next year.
After the introductory questions, the rest of the
work plan will closely mirror the FWF Brand
Performance Check. It is useful to have the
latest Brand Performance Check Guide with
you. Beside many of the questions you will see
the indicator guide number in red. Use this to
refer to the specific indicator in the guide.
A projected supplier list with all production
locations should be prepared together with the
work plan. FWF uses a web-based information
system for managing production locations data.
Member companies are expected to update
their list of production locations by indicating
the active production locations for the next
financial year in the FWF database. For more
information about the database, contact your
case manager or the helpdesk at
helpdesk@fairwear.org
Throughout the work plan template you will
see several yellow boxes with an explanation
of concepts or topics. Some have links to
extra information. If you have any questions or
concerns with filling out the work plan, please
contact your case manager.

Submission timeline
Submitting a work plan, the projected
production location data and and an
accountant’s statement is one of FWF’s basic
membership requirements. They are due a
minimum of 60 days before the end of your
financial year. The work plan, including the
production location data, has to be approved
by FWF. If a member brand does not meet this
basic requirement, then it is not possible for
FWF to conduct a Brand Performance Check,
which is a cornerstone of FWF membership.
It is inevitable then, that this will lead to
suspended status, and may eventually lead to
termination of FWF membership.
Best estimate
Please answer the questions to the best of
your ability. If you are unsure about the current
situation, please give your best estimate or
use the most recent data (e.g. number of
production locations from the previous year).
Confidential
Everything included in this work plan is kept
strictly confidential. It will only be seen by
Fair Wear Foundation staff. Its sole purpose
is to aid your company in making the desired
changes in the next year.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
FWF contact person at company:
Ina Berroth & Peer Meyer

Email:

Phone number:

berroth@madness-online.com / meyer@madness-online.com
+49(0)4188894910

City of company headquarters:
Welle

Country of company headquarters:
Germany

Start date of membership:
08/14

Annual turnover:
In millions.In Euros.

1.6

Number of all production
locations (including all subcontractors):

See the section ‘Scope of FWF membership’ in the
Brand Performance Check guide.

7

FWF uses ‘supplier’ or ‘production location’
to refer to the factories and locations where
products are actually produced.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Name and position of person responsible for the following activities within your company:

This overview is related to the topics covered in the Brand Performance Check g

.

FWF work plan:
Peer Meyer

Project Management

Purchasing practices:
Matthias Warnke

General Manager

Monitoring and remediation:
Ina Berroth & Peer Meyer

Design & PM

Complaints handling:
Ina Berroth & Peer Meyer

Design & PM

Internal training and capacity building:
Ina Berroth & Peer Meyer

Design & PM

Internal communications:
Ina Berroth & Peer Meyer

Design & PM

External communications:
Peer Meyer

PM

Production location data and information management:
Ina Berroth & Peer Meyer

Design & PM

Evaluation and social report:
Ina Berroth & PM

Design & PM
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PURCHASING PRACTICES

The following questions are derived from the
Brand Performance Check guide.

1. Has your company confirmed that each supplier
has received the Code of Labour Practices in their
local language? (1.3)
Yes

No

Have they received a copy of the questionnaire for
suppliers, and returned a signed copy to you?
Yes

FWF requires each of its
member companies to inform
their suppliers of their FWF
membership by sending the FWF
Code of Labour Practices and
the questionnaire for suppliers.
Both of these can be accessed
through the member login.

No

2. What steps will your company take to increase your leverage in the production
locations from which you source? (1.1a)
As we already have a leverage of 90% at our main production site Parvati Fashion, it makes more sense
to reduce this leverage by helping Parvati Fashion to increase their revenue by producing goods for
further clients with an organic / ehtical backround. Respectively will the impact be bigger, if we can
increase our sales, and due to that help Parvati to grow, to get higher leverage at its subcontracting units
for dyeing, printing, weaving, and knitting, because due to that increasing leverage it can take care of a
steady flow of the goods required for its production.

3. What steps will your company take to consolidate your supply chain and reduce
the length of the tail end? (1.1b)
One approach is to broaden the production capacities and production range at our main production site
by fulfilling more processes internally, which are outsurced in the moment. One of the most time intense
processes in our supply chain is the printing process, which is why Parvati Fashion started to buy digital
printing machines, to operate the printing process in house. We discussed with Parvati that the
techinicians which are responsible for the printing process need to strengthen their know-how by regularly
attending to advanced training programms.
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Most garment supply chains have a ‘tail’ – that is: garment companies source most of their
volume from a relatively small number of production locations, and have a long tail of suppliers where
they only source a small amount of orders. FWF encourages a ‘short tail’ and a stable, consolidated
supply chain. At the same time, FWF’s monitoring thresholds do reflect the business reality that in some
cases, the burden of auditing these very small production locations is very high, relative to
the potential for change.For more information on how your company should address your tail end,
please see the Brand Performance Check guide.

4. What percentage of your company’s production volume will come from production
locations where you have a relationship that is longer than five years? (1.2)
Best estimate.

90%

5. What is your company’s due diligence process when considering production
locations? (1.4)
For example: selection criteria for new production locations, investigating past audits, complaints or codes of
conduct, inspecting locations, reviewing FWF guidelines to assess possible risks, etc.

Our sourcing strategy implies investigations of past and existing audit reports, the consideration of
applicable country studies of FWF and CCC, and the discussion about common and obvious obstacles.
Moreover we initially clarify at our first contact, if a supplier is already working on improvements of their
working conditions / working in compliance to different standards as there are GOTS, the basic
requirements of the ILO convention, and applicable regional depending laws. Furthermore we introduce
ourself as FWF member and explain our focus on compliance to the FWF Code of Labor Practices, and
our intention to work in deference of our environment.
weprocess
decide to or
cooperate
a new
supplier
we try to
get aninoverview
of evaluate
other FWF compliance
member that
systemwith
does
your
company
utilise
order to
6.When
What
are already sourcing from this particular production site, and send the code . If possible we provide our
of production locations with the FWF Code of Labour Practices? (1.5)

support / cooperation to work on CAP's / the improvement of working conditions at these particular
supplier. Otherwise we will start working out the root causes of findings from the audit reports, to work on
Our process to evaluate compliance as follows:
improvements.

1.) We visit our production sites on a regular basis 4-6 times a year, to make an own point of view about
If no other FWF member are sourcing from a potential new supplier / the particular supplier does not
working conditions, the tidiness, and the production capacity.
agree to work on prevention and avoidance of root causes for findings in their audit reports, we won't
2.) Our Design, and purchase department evaluate recent audit reports, and control if the corrective
start a cooperation with those suppliers.
action plan is implemented in a timely manner. We control the implementation of the CAP due to a hired
consultant, and monthly reports by Yogita Bajaj where the implementation progress is documented via
pictures, or written documents. An additional control is done via on site visits as mentioned above.
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7. Do you have plans to change production countries in the next year?
Yes

No

If so, why is your company planning on switching production countries in the next year?
N.a.

8. Do you have plans to change production locations
within a particular country in the next year?
Yes

FWF is currently developing
guidelines for a responsible exit
strategy.

No

If so, please list the production locations that your company plans to end the business
relationship with.
N.a.

Why is your company planning on switching production locations in the next year?
N.a.

Members are required to add all production locations of the next financial year in the FWF database,
the online information management system.

FOB is the acronym for ‘Freight on Board’ or ‘Free on Board’. It indicates the price a brand pays for a
garment once it has been loaded on a ship for export. This is a common payment arrangement for the
garment industry, and is one type of documentation used by FWF in assessing monitoring systems.
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9. Indication of products and order volumes per country: please use as many as
necessary.
The number of supplier locations should match the answer you gave in the section on basic information.
If your company sources from more than 13 different countries, please attach an excel or similar document outlining
your production and order volumes per country. This list should include all the suppliers that you expect to work
with. Please use a rough estimate for your FOB amounts.
Country

# Of Production
Locations

% Of Total
FOB Estimate

Product Category

China

36

16%

Jackets, knitwear

India

7

100%

Womens wear, knitwear, woven wear
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10. What are your company’s requirements when you choose to purchase goods from an
external brand for resale? (2.11)
Please consider everything, including quality, speed of delivery, CSR history, communication, etc.
N.a.

External production describes finished, branded goods that are purchased by member companies from
other brands, for resale in a retail or wholesale (web)shop owned by the member.

11. How will your company ensure that the external brands you sell are monitoring the
labour conditions in their supply chain? (2.12)
N.a.

12. How will your company try to ensure that your production planning system supports
reasonable hours of work? (1.6 and 1.7)
1.) We plan to increase the percentage of basic repeat styles, and want to make sure that those basic repeat styles
will not require a second release for production, as they have already been released half a year or a year before.
The production for those styles can begin as soon as it is planned. Due to this step we hope to broaden the time of
production for our production site, and reduce the peak times of our production on the other hand.
2.) Another approach is that we try to shorten our sales phase step by step, respectively to start this phase earlier.
This approach will make sure that we can earlier send out the purchase order to our production sites, so we enable
an earlier production planning for our supplier. The earlier our supplier can start to calculate, and plan their
production, the earlier can they start to produce our goods. And the earlier they can start to produce our goods, the
more
time they
will have tothe
produce
our purchased
13.
Please
describe
process
of howgoods.
the prices you pay for your products are set.

(e.g. prices are quoted by factory/agent, prices are based on labour minute calculations, prices are based on retail
3.) We try to make sure our supplier will have direct impact on our work, as it is necessary for our technical, and
prices
design department to be coordinated by the needs of our supplier. Our supplier knows best when they will need the
particular comments, so we try to make sure our supplier will demand the work of our technical, and design
The process how the prices are calculated, and quoted is still intransparent for us. As far as we know the prices
department. The change will take place in our communication, we start to shift from a push communication (we
from our factory are calculated based on costs of fabric and labour, but are also determined by retail market prices
send the information without being requested) to a push-pull mix communication based on an information demand
in GER.
of our supplier (what information will you need first to enable a smooth running production).
4.) We don't do any changes in our production (on the particular styles) after sending out our purchase order
(Changes only appear if our supplier communicate upcoming obstacles. This is why changes are not initiated by us)
This decision gives planning certainty to our production sites.
5.) Another step to reduce overtime is to help our production sites controlling their supplier / subcontracting
10 PURCHASINGunits.
PRACTICES
For instance do we source wool by our own and pay for the wool more than half a year upfront the regular

Transparent costing — the first step towards ensuring the payment of minimum wages — and towards
the implementation of living wages — is to know the labour cost component of the price a brand pays to
manufacture its garments. A mature pricing system allows the member to know labour costs at a style
level. Knowing real costs — commonly a calculation of cost per minutes X minutes per piece, allows
member companies to ensure that enough is being paid to the production location to at least cover
minimum wage payments. This information also forms the basis for discussion on movement towards
living wages. No knowledge of the labour cost component of prices paid, i.e. ‘lump sum’ costing of
styles, makes the meaningful assessment of minimum wage payments impossible. To read more about
transparent costing and labour minute costing, follow this link to the Labour Minute Costing Guidelines.

14. Does your company have insight in the link between your buying prices and wage
levels in production locations (1.8)
Yes

No

If yes, for what percentage of FOB?

n.a

If no, do you plan to?

Yes

No

15. Will concepts such as increased wages and reducing overtime for workers influence
the retail price range for your products? (1.13 and 1.14)
Yes

No

If yes, what steps will your company take to improve your pricing strategy, with regard to
living wages, increased legal minimum wages and reasonable hours of work?
For the end of 2017 end the year of 2018 we will make sure to get insight in the cost structure of our main
production site. We will persuade Parvati to open their cost structure to us, by sealing our cooperation, with a
purchase contract for the next three years. This contract is binded to an incremental improvement of the single
production processes at their production site, and the opening of Parvatis cost structure, and the commitment to
work pro-actively on implementing our philosophy alongside our supply chain. After getting an insight in the cost
strucutre of our products we want to develop the implementation of a step by step increase in the wage structure of
Parvati. Fixed plan for 2018:

If no, why?

1.) Purchase contract
2.) Open cost structure
N.a.
3.) Plan to climb the wage ladder.
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MONITORING AND REMEDIATION
16. What findings from previous FWF audits is your company planning to address? (2.4)
Overtime is one finding from previous audits, and one of the most intense discussed topics for us, as our supply
chain is highly dependent on subcontracting parties of Parvati Fashion, especially printing, and dyeing units.

17. How will you monitor the progress of the CAPs? (2.1 and 2.4)
For example: on-site visits, follow-up audits, photographic proof.

The progress of CAP's will be proved by monthly visits from LINK ETC (are required documents prepared correctly
in the local language? Are required licenses available? Are the working times correctly displayed and do they
comply with the CoLP? Are the paychecks prepared in a correct timely manner and are the wages correct?),
quarterly visits by our CEO or our Design/Technique department, and if possible or applicable we check the
progress by pictures, and let available docs be checked by FWF. In addition we will discuss to audit our main
supplier again, to get an independent view and verification by a third party (e.g. FWF).

18. Have your production locations been audited by other organisations? (2.6)
Yes

No

If yes, what is your company’s plan
regarding follow-up of these audits?

The production sites have been audited by the Control
Union regarding their compliance to the GOTS. If there
are any findings, the particular unit will not get their
required scope certificate as long as the non
compliance hasn't been solved. If one part of our
supply chain is not able to solve those
non-compliances, and due to that will not receive their
scope certificate issued, we could not sell our products
GOTS certified. Out of this reason there is a lot of
pressure on every unit, if they would not solve their
non-compliances by their own. If a unit would require
any help by us to let those problems be solved, they
would get it in form of know-how / consultancy.

Audits by other organisations may be accepted
for the monitoring threshold under certain
conditions. For more information on the
monitoring thresholds please see the Brand
Performance Check guide. Here you can also
find the Audit Quality Assessment Tool.

Any system used to monitor progress on Corrective Action Plans (CAP) is accepted as long as it
works and is being used. Many companies use the CAP excel sheet that FWF provides, but others,
especially larger companies, develop their own data system to monitor the status of CAPs.
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19. What steps will your company take to integrate the follow-up of CAPs in purchase
decision-making? (2.4)
After receiving a CAP, we discuss it internaly, and with our consultant from LINK ETC. In this discussions we will
develop strategies, how to prevent findings mentioned in the CAP. The CAP itself, and the preventive strategies will
be discussed with the applicable production site.
As we are a single sourcing company, and mentally binded to Parvati we don't have much room for desicions based
on the CAP, except for discussing a reward system, or support of the progress by sending money, and/or know-how
in form of a consultant or our man power (technical / design support).

20. Is your company willing to cooperate with other brands in resolving CAPs at shared
production locations? (2.8)
Yes

No

MONITORING THRESHOLD
FWF member companies are required to achieve monitoring targets in incremental stages each
year. The monitoring thresholds, as seen below, differ for the first, second and subsequent years of
membership. For more information on the monitoring thresholds please see the
Brand Performance Check guide.

FWF currently offers audits in Bangladesh, Bulgaria, China, India, Indonesia, Macedonia, Myanmar,
Romania, Tunisia, Turkey and Vietnam. Each FWF audit is valid for three years.
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21. Which suppliers will your company need to audit in order to reach the threshold? In
the table below, please list the factory ID number, the name of the supplier, the country
in which it is located, the preferred month for conducting the audit and if you would like
FWF to do the audit.
If you have more than 13 audits planned, please attach an Excel or similar document
outlining your auditing plans for the next year.
Factory ID

Name of Factory

Country

Month of Audit

14
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22. In addition to meeting your company’s monitoring threshold, are there any particular
reasons why you have selected these specific production locations to audit?
n.a., but we are discussing an audit at the main subcontractor of Parvati Fashion.

Several countries or regions pose higher occupational risks. In addition, some activities also are more
dangerous for workers. Please review the guides below. If your company sources from one of the following
countries or regions, or has other specific elevated risks in your supply chain, please explain what your
company will do to address these risks.

23. If your company has production locations in Bangladesh, what additional activities
or precautions will your company take in the upcoming year regarding sourcing and
monitoring in this country? (2.7)
N.a.

Due to specific risk factors, FWF requires its members to take extra steps when sourcing garment
products from Bangladesh. For more information follow this link to the
Bangladesh Enhanced Monitoring Programme.

24. If your company has production locations in Myanmar, what additional activities
or precautions will your company take in the upcoming year regarding sourcing and
monitoring in this country? (2.7)
N.a.
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Due to specific risk factors, FWF requires its members to take extra steps when sourcing garment
products from Myanmar. For more information follow this link to the
Myanmar Enhanced Monitoring Programme.

25. If your company has production locations in Tamil Nadu, India, what additional
activities or precautions will your company take in the upcoming year regarding
sourcing and monitoring in this country? (2.7)
N.a.

Due to specific risk factors in the Tamil Nadu region of India, FWF asks its members to take extra
precautions when sourcing garment products from India. For more formation follow this link to the
FWF Guide to Sumangali.

26. If your company currently sources from a region with high migration such as Turkey
or Italy, what additional activities or precautions will your company take in the upcoming
year regarding sourcing and monitoring? (2.7)

N.a.

Due to specific risk factors in Turkey and Italy, FWF asks its members to take extra precautions
when sourcing garment products from these regions. For more information follow these links to the
Risk Assessment Italy 2013 and the Risks Related to Turkish Garment Production Locations
Employing Syrian Refugees.
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27. If your company is aware of other specific risks in your supply chain, what additional
activities or precautions will your company take in the upcoming year regarding sourcing
and monitoring? (2.7)
Sexual Harassment and Overtime are the two special risks in our supply chain. Awareness-, and emancipation
trainings for the workers and the managerial staff of our production sites will help us to work preventative against
those both special risks. The trainings will be realised by LINK ETC.

HOMEWORKERS
Homeworking refers both to individuals or family groups working together in their own home or
groups of workers who come together in informal workshops, often home-based. Homework is common
in the garment industry and includes the assembly of cut pieces, machine and handsewing, buttoning,
craft work such as embroidery or other embellishments and inspecting, finishing and packing.
For more information, please refer to the FWF Guidance on Home-Based Work.

ABRASIVE BLASTING
Abrasive sandblasting is a serious health hazard for workers in the garment industry. FWF has a ban on
sandblasting and therefore requires its members to phase out sandblasting if they currently use it.
For more information, please refer to the FWF Guidelines on Abrasive Blasting.

CHILD LABOUR
Child labour is a risk factor in many countries and regions around the world. FWF has developed a
policy for the prevention of child labour. The policy also outlines the steps FWF requires its brands to
take in cases where child labour has been found in their supply chain. To learn more, please follow this
link to the FWF Child Labour Policy.
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COMPLAINTS HANDLING
28. Is your company willing to cooperate with other brands in addressing workers
complaints at shared production locations? (3.5)
Yes

No

29. In addition to ensuring that the FWF Code of Labour Practices is posted in each
factory, how will your company increase workers’ and management’s awareness of the
complaints handling system? (3.3)
We hired a consultancy (LINK ETC). They visit our main production site Parvati Fashion once a month to train
workers, and the managerial stuff, and make them aware of their rights, and duties. Furthermore LINK ETC is part
of the implemented ICC at Parvati Fashion.
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TRAINING AND CAPACITY BUILDING

To support brands and factories in fulfilling their basic responsibility to inform workers about their rights
and access to grievance systems, FWF has designed several modules for different countries. You can
request a Workplace Education Programme (WEP) through the database. For more on WEPs, please
follow this link to the Workplace Education Programme.

30. Which of your company’s production locations will participate in a FWF WEP in the
next year? Please list the factory ID number, the name of the supplier, the country in
which it is located, and the preferred month for conducting the WEP.
If you have more than eight trainings planned, please attach an excel or similar document
outlining your WEP plans for the next year. (3.3 and 4.4)

As of 2017, FWF offers WEP training in Bangladesh, Bulgaria, China, India, Indonesia, Macedonia,
Myanmar, Romania, Tunisia, Turkey and Vietnam.

Factory ID

Name of Factory

Country

Month of the WEP
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31. Will your company organise any factory trainings related to FWF policies, human
rights risks, etc. provided by other organisations or initiatives in any countries
worldwide? Please indicate which programme and in which country. (4.5)
For example: last year we began a management training programme for female garment workers in Cambodia
and we signed up for a pilot project with ILO Better Work in Ethiopia.

In 2017 we strengthened our cooperation with LINK ETC, to make sure the workers and managerial staff at Parvati
Fashion become trained to their duties and rights, but more important to become more aware of emancipation, and
the importance of it.

32. How will you increase knowledge among your company’s staff of your FWF
membership and related requirements? Please address as many on the following list
that apply to your company. (4.1, 4.2 and 4.3)
For example: monthly newsletter, blog or website posts, staff meetings, sales meetings, board meetings,
management meetings, seminars and external trainings, internal memos, posters, announcements new staff,
training manual, CSR manual, CSR training.

Marketing, sales and design:
Twice a year we have a sales meeting, where our marketing, sales and design teams have a meeting. At those
meetings we discuss innovations, our sustainability goals, and memos for a sustainable behavior and the correct
communication.
As soon as it is available we send out the most important documents like the social report, the work plan, and our
brand performance check to our complete staff asking them to read the documents carefully.
CSR meetings are recorded in writing, and shared with all other staff members of MADNESS, as also our freelance
support.

Production and sourcing:
Same as above

Management team or board members:
Same as above +, As our only board member is our CEO, he gets involved in different complaint handling phases,
and the planning for the implementation of our company values alongside our supply chain.
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Agents:
N.a. we are not cooperating with any purchase Agents.

Of these, who will visit the production locations on a regular basis?
Design, Technique, Marketing, CEO.
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
33. What steps will your company take to identify all production locations, including
subcontractors? (5.1)
Quarterly mettings, and discussions with our main production site Parvati Fashion, to get to know if any new
subcontractors are planned to be added to our supply chain.
Quarterly visits of production sites.
GOTS Scope Certificate from Parvati Fashion. This certificate mentions all subcontractors that are included to our
supply chain.

34. What is your company’s system for ensuring all staff who are in contact with production
locations are effectively informed about labour rights and working conditions? (4.2 and 5.2)
Twice a year they become informed at our sales meeting. At these meetings we discuss innovations, our
sustainability goals, and memos for a sustainable behavior and the correct communication.
As soon as it is available we send out the most important documents like the social report, the work plan, and our
brand performance check to our complete staff asking them to read the documents carefully. If required and
applicable we hand out country studies from FWF, and CCC.
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TRANSPARENCY
35. How will the general public be informed about your company’s FWF membership?
Please consider the following questions: (6.1 and 6.2)

According to FWF procedures, members must at least have information about their FWF membership
on their websites and write an annual social report – to be published on their company’s website. For
this question, please describe any other communication and reporting activities that your company
intends to carry out.

What mediums of communication will you use?
We will use presentations, our website, and social media channels to spread our intentions, and to inform about our
work on the CoLP.

What information will be shared?
1.) Why we became a member of FWF
2.) What we are doing to implement the CoLP alongside our supply chain.
3.) What we have achieved until now.
4.) Our obstacles, and problems alongside our supply chain.

How often will information be shared?
Presentations: As often, as our customer want us to share information, and present our approach.
Website: Twice a year.
Social Media: Actual state of affairs (twice a year)
Transcript of Records / Meetings: As often as meetings take place, and decisions are made.
>As soon as we receive an evaluation/information about changes/complaint/Brand Performance Check/return from
visiting the production sites/return from any conferences regarding CSR

FWF’s communications policy exists to ensure transparency for consumers and stakeholders, and
to ensure that member communications about FWF are accurate. To learn more, follow this link to the
FWF Communications Policy.
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EVALUATION
36. Who will review this work plan to make sure it is feasible, effective, complete and in
line with available resources? (7.1)
Ina Beroth (Design), Matthias Warnke (General Director), Peer Meyer (Project Management)

37. How is your company planning on evaluating your company’s FWF membership
progress? (7.1 and 7.2)
We mainly plan to evaluate our FWF membership progress by discussing the brand performance check.

38. Who will be involved in this evaluation process? (7.1)
Ina Berroth (Design), Peer Meyer (Project Management)
+ both will inform the rest of the company about the outcome.
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BUDGET
39. This is your company’s proposed budget for the upcoming year. If unsure, please
use your best estimates.

Some of these costs are directly related to your FWF membership, such as the membership fee, audits
and trainings. Other costs are peripheral; they could include costs – such as those associated with
setting up a new database, training for internal staff or extra travel costs for CSR staff.
Follow this link for the FWF Fee Structure.

FWF annual membership fee

€

3840

FWF audits

€

0

Other organisation audits

€

0

FWF WEP training

€

0

Factory trainings by other organisations

€

6000

Internal staff training

€

500

Travel

€

2400

Internal management system

€

0

FWF seminar

€

0

Marketing

€

0

This overview is designed
to support you in getting
a realistic idea of what
is needed to fulfill
requirements for FWF
membership.

Notes on budget:
Staff time / CSR

€

3600

Contingency cost

€

2000

€

1000

€

19340

Other
TOTAL

miscellaneous

Optional: please feel free to
include any additional information
that you feel is relevant.
WEP's are not planned until now,
but will be considered as support
to our other efforts (the
cooperation with LINK ETC) --Furthermore we are interested in 2
workshops, but can not estimated
the costs (Setting up a coherent
monitoring system and Complaints
handling).
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40. Dependent on FWF capacity, FWF can possibly provide extra workshops and trainings
on a range of topics. Please indicate which topics your company would like FWF to possibly
conduct workshops on.

X

Working with FWF and CoLP

Communications

Health and safety

Sourcing practices

Setting up a coherent
monitoring system

X

Complaints handling

Member commitment

X

Living wages

Country-specific risks

Addressing gender-based
violence

In addition to regular case management support, FWF can provide extra support,
such as helping to train employees. An additional fee will be charged.

41. Do you have any recommendations or comments for FWF?
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